The IPO represents, protects and promotes the interests of independent film,
television and digital media producers and, in turn, all who work in and are
suppliers to the industry value chain in South Africa.
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A few words from your EXCO...
Dear Colleagues
We come to the end of what has been another exceptionally challenging year for
the industry, not just due to the ongoing impact of Covid-19 and travel
restrictions, but particularly due to challenges emanating from our government,
most notably the DTIC. Please see the update in the 'DTIC blamed as rocky times
hit South African Film Industry' story below. Our hearts go out to producers and
the investors, suppliers, cast and crew who have been impacted by this crisis and
we give our assurance that we will not rest until these issues with DTIC are
resolved, local and international trust in the rebate is restored and the industry
can get back to work and deliver on its economic and job creation promise. This
has been an all-consuming battle for the IPO since the start of lockdown last year
and we hope that our efforts will, in the coming year, start to pay off and we will
see some light at the end of what has been the longest, darkest tunnel ever for
our industry.
As the IPO Exco and Secretariat, we extend our deepest thanks to the many
subcommittee and other members who have given their time to assist us in this
regard and taken the time to complete our DTIC-related surveys – the information
you have provided has proved to be a powerful weapon in this battle.
On the upside, we are thrilled with our members with specialist skills and areas
of expertise who have stepped up to serve on our various sub-committees. We
believe we now have the strongest subcommittees in the organisation's almost
30-year history. We thank you for your service to come and know that we can
expect many of our organisational hopes and plans coming to fruition through
your efforts in the coming year. We have already seen an impact, for example the
Diversity and Skills subcommittee's assisting in the placement of 4 x False Bay
interns, and the Secretariat guiding new producers with NFVF contracting
processes. If any experienced producers are willing to assist with limited-duration
mentorship in areas such as reviewing NFVF contracting and budgetng, reading
synopses and providing specific input, please let us know. Special thanks to our
Broadcast sub-committee for their tireless work towards finalising standardised
broadcast contracts for actors as well as for editors and writers. We will have the
first meeting of the Fundraising and Capacity Building subcommittee in 2022.
Our meetings with M-Net and the SABC have continued throughout the year with
steady progress and we are happy to advise that we had our first meeting with
the e-media group last week. It was extremely constructive and delivered the
promise of strong collaboration on matters of mutual interest going forward.
Netflix has also committed to working with us on specific issues in the new year.
.
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We've also had constructive engagements with the KZN Film Commission, led by
our KZN sub-committee chair Sanjeev Singh that will see the signing of a MOU
and the implementation of several plans to empower producers in the province.
Much of our work this year has centred around issues that we as producers need
to focus on to ensure safe and equitable working environments for all on our sets
– from Covid and Intimacy Coordination protocols to sexual harassment, gender
parity and an attempt to establish an Industry Ombuds to deal with such cases,
which is a key requirement in our engagement with the Department of
Employment & Labour regarding their intention to see freelancers enjoying
employee benefits. To accommodate several of these issues, and speaking to the
DTIC's constant refrain about fronting in the industry, we have updated our
Member Code of Conduct and will be hosting a webinar on this on 27 January
2022. We have also drafted a specific Code of Conduct for Exco and subcommittee members which we will share with you then, too. All of these are part
of our ongoing efforts to enhance the professional standing, and clout, of your
industry body.
We thank the many people and organisations that have taken our industry issues
to heart this year and given greatly of their time and guidance. Notable amongst
these are Tanya Cohen of the PPGI and her Chair, Jacko Maree, and Founder, Roelf
Meyer; Prof Justine Limpitlaw and Prof Jen Snowball, Stephen Hollis of Adams &
Adams, FIAPF's Bertrand Moullier, Jeneen Galbraith of Galbraith Rushby,
Olsber.spi's MD Leon Forde, the Copyright Coalition AV Desk team, the SOS
Coalition, Vivien Pierson and the SAIA team, the SASFED Secretariat and many
others. We are so grateful for your continued support.
Despite the challenges of the year, we wish you all a happy, safe and revitalising
festive season and a smooth and successful year ahead!
Always working in your best interests,
Your IPO EXCO
On our radar this month

Extensive deliberations and meetings regarding DTIC delays and repudiations
Copyright & Performers' Protection Amendment Bills – next submissions are
due on 28 January 2022.
New BEE Scorecard public participation – we'll host a webinar in the new year
Engagements with KZN Film Commission and UKZN's Centre for Creative Arts
Meetings with MultiChoice, eTV and chasing the SABC on delayed payments
Please let the Secretariat know if you would like to be looped into these.
.
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TO READ: DTIC blamed as rocky times hit South African film
industry
South Africa’s film industry is a success story, attracting foreign capital while
creating jobs. But inexplicable decisions by the Department of Trade, Industry and
Competition threaten to stifle growth. Desperate times call for desperate
measures. And this is exactly how the co-founders of multiaward-winning film
and television production house Yellowbone Entertainment felt when they
dragged the Department of Trade, Industry and Competition (DTIC) to court after
millions of rands guaranteed through South Africa’s film rebate scheme were
unexpectedly withdrawn. Daily Maverick
UPDATE : As you may know, the IPO has been engaging extensively on the DTIC-

related challenges the industry has faced. We have had two meetings with the
Minister and his executive team and a follow-up meeting with the Acting DDG, Ms
Susan Mangole, and other executives, as well as meetings with the President's
special economic Envoy and representatives from the Presidency in which we
have spelled out the problems we are experiencing and the devastating impact
they are having on our industry. The Department undertook specific steps and
timelines to address these challenges.
We were dismayed that none of these undertakings were honoured, with
producers instead receiving letters confirming that repudiations had been upheld
and that their cases were being referred to the BEE Commission for investigation.
In what appears to be an about-turn, however, some of these producers have just
been advised that their claims will be paid subject to certain conditions. Whilst
we are relieved that these payments will be made and companies saved, we
remain distressed by process, delays, endless demands for resubmission of
documents previously submitted, blanket accusations of fraud and fronting,
demands for things that fall outside the guidelines and the clear demonstration
of bad faith towards the sector from within the Department.
.
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We call on the Department to account for the massive loss of jobs and Foreign
Direct Investment, the forced closure of so many companies in our sector and the
loss of future work due to studios and investors having lost all confidence in the
DTIC rebate incentive scheme, which will negatively impact our sector for many
years to come. Our sector, according to the NFVF 2021 Economic Impact
Assessment, has shrunk by a staggering 59% while the industry globally is
experiencing its biggest-ever production boom, an opportunity in which the local
industry could have capitalised were it not for the DTIC challenges.
The IPO will not rest until these issues are resolved and the sector is enabled,
through effective partnerships with government, to reach its fullest potential to
contribute to economic recovery, growth, job creation and inward investment –
not just for the industry but for the country as whole.

SWIFT's Safety Contact Officer (SCO)

.

program
The IPO wishes to support and amplify this
message from our sister organisation in Sasfed SWIFT - Sisters Working in Film & Television:
Every 4 hours a woman in South Africa dies as a
result of Gender Based Violence. As the nation
we mark 16 days of Activism and the
International Day for the Elimination of
Violence Against Women.
Sisters Working in Film and Television (SWIFT) runs a Safety Contact Officer (SCO)
program to ensure a safe work environment for #WomenInFilm.
Contact their Safety Contact Officers on: Sco@swiftsa.org.za or Sms 43101

Intimacy Protocols
The 14 April 2021 saw the launch of the
‘Protocols for Working with Intimate Content in
TV, Film and Associated Media – South Africa’.
Please find the Protocols to download here and
if you want to discuss them at all, or require any
further information, please don’t hesitate to get
in touch: with Intimacy Coordinator Kate Lush
on intimacysouthafrica@gmail.com

.
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MultiChoice posts lower half-year profits
Africa’s largest pay-TV group MultiChoice posted a 38% drop in interim profit due
to costs related to delayed sporting events, including the Tokyo Olympics, the
Euro 2020 soccer tournament and the British and Irish Lions Rugby Tour.
MultiChoice had warned earlier this week there would be no repeat of the rising
profits in the six months to end-September it had enjoyed during the pandemic,
even amid subscriber growth and a recovery in advertising revenue
The company, which said it now serves 21.1m subscribers, has been investing in
local African programmes and cutting costs in a bid to combat earlier losses in its
operation outside of South Africa. An array of factors including the return of live
sporting events, digital advertising strategies and sales around strong local
content line-up has given a 3% boost to the company’s revenue during the period
but costs rose in tandem.
The company said its headline earnings per share – the main profit measure in its
home market South Africa – fell to 356 South African cents in the six months
ended September from 572 South African cents a year earlier. Content costs
jumped 17%. The company declared no dividend for the interim period. Its shares
rose 0.75%, against the broader index up 0.99%.

[ EDITOR : This is not all bad news for our sector, however. In our recent meeting
with Nomsa Philiso, recently promoted to Executive Head: Programming, we were
assured that the broadcaster has confirmed that local content is increasingly their
biggest driver of both new subscribers and advertising revenues. Accordingly,
strengthening their investment in our sector is a key pillar of their business
strategy going forward. Please let the Secretariat know if you would like to be
looped into our regular meetings with MultiChoice.]
.
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Zee Channel launches on Openview
Zee One launched on 1 November on Openview. The 24-hour, Indian dubbed in
English general entertainment channel
showcases award winning telenovelas
like Guddan, The Heir, Reach for the Stars, Lies of the Heart and Our Perfect Place
– firm favourites with audiences around the globe.
“The new channel is a welcome addition and adds variety to our current bouquet
of entertainment. Openview is celebrating its 8th birthday this year and we are
pleased to offer our viewers an extensive range of local and international content.
Zee One adds to our positioning of catering for all audiences,” says Openview
Executive Mmatshipi Matebane.
“The corporate positioning of Extraordinary Together – with a vision to provide a
unified brand experience and to delight consumers across the world by creating
extraordinary entertainment and experiences that inspire to transcend the
ordinary and become extraordinary. This is a driving force that enables us to bring
authentic and entertaining content to global audiences” says Zee CEO Africa and
Indian Ocean Islands Somnath Malakar. Zee One is available on channel 111 on
Openview.
.

SABC invites bids for streaming platform
SABC, has issued a Request for Proposals (RfP) from potential suppliers of a
streaming service that forms a key part of the broadcaster’s future strategy. The
73-page RfP is designed to build on data and suggestions received a year ago
from potential streaming technology suppliers. Currently SABC leaves its content
to YouTube for access. At the broadcaster’s backend, SABC wants a solution that
will allow it to provide streaming feeds to multiple destinations, including
websites, apps, social media and third-party streams. The RfP requires bidders to
submit their documents to the SABC no later than noon on January 18th 2022.
.
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Newsflashes: snippets from our community
Congratulations to the team from Nagvlug Films as
Barakat was honoured as joint Best Film at the 6th BRICS

.

Film Festival hosted alongside the International Film
Festival of India! A special package of films from countries
Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa were
showcased.

Congratulations to the AFDA students in their final year of
their undergraduate and postgraduate degrees who
recently showcased their work at the annual AFDA
Graduation Festival.
The festival showcased over 120
productions including live action short films, animation
films, documentary films, telenovela pilots, theatre plays,
live music performance shows (EP releases) and business
innovation projects. We wish the new graduates long and
successful careers in the industry.
Waldimar Pelser has been appointed director of Kyknet
Channels effective 1 February 2022. He will replace the
current channel director, Karen Meiring. Meiring will be
retiring from her role but will continue consulting for
MultiChoice. Pelser has become an established name in
the Afrikaans community as editor of Rapport and for In
Gesprek – a current affairs show that he anchored on

Kyknet since 2014. Congratulations on your appointment,
Waldimar. The IPO wish you great success and fulfilment in
this important role for the industry!
The IPO extends its sincere thanks to Karen Meiring for the
immense role she has played in developing local content,
new
channels
and
providing
uncountable
work
opportunities for producers and everyone throughout the
industry value chain. Karen was also the passionate driving
force behind MultiChoice's Tribuo Relief Fund, which saw
millions being granted to workers across the industry and
live events sector during the worst months of the
pandemic. Karen, your contribution to the industry can
never be underestimated. You have the industry's deep
gratitude and best wishes.
.
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Newsflashes: snippets from our community
The Wife , the most hotly anticipated new telenovela in

.

South Africa, leads the pack of new Showmax's
entertainment, with three episodes coming every Thursday.
Produced by Stained Glass, the series is inspired by Dudu
Busani-Dube’s bestselling novel Hlomu the Wife. The
telenovela has broken Uthando Lodumo’s record for the
most first-day views of all-time on Showmax, as well as
Devilsdorp’s record for the most hours watched within four
days of launch, outperforming the launch of any film or
series on Showmax ever, including the The Real
Housewives of Durban and The River .

The trailer for Triggerfish’s third animated feature, Seal
Team, has been released by Netflix. This feature will be

available for streaming on December 31, 2021. Seal Team is
the story of Quinn, a seal who spends his days relaxing in
the sun, splashing in the beautiful waters off the coast of
Cape Town. The trailer can be watched here.
.

BFI Resources to promote inclusion of disabled people
December 3rd was the International Day of Persons Living with Disabilities and
saw the launch of a new initiative in the UK which seeks for better disabled
representation and inclusion in the film & TV industries. The IPO would like to
encourage you to review the extensive compilation of resources created by Press
Reset, the BFI’s campaign to inspire authority figures in film and TV to reset
practices involving disabled people and establish a new, more inclusive normal.
The documents regarding inclusive recruitment and disability access riders are
particularly useful. Access the resources here.
.
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Inaugural World Trailer Awards
When credits roll at the end of a film or series, rarely are the talented
professionals who create the trailers and marketing for the film itself recognized.
These professionals are the unsung heroes of the entertainment industry, they
largely remain anonymous. The inaugural World Trailer Awards (WTA), recently
opened up its call for entry. Regular entry is December 17, 2021, and Late entry is
January 7, 2022 .
.

Doc Society Climate Story Fund

The next round of the Climate Story Fund is open to January 7th 2022 and is
open to all storytelling mediums. Following the conclusion of the COP26 climate
change talks and noting the questions reverberating around the creative
industries around the role of culture in climate communications, Doc Society have
announced the inaugural grantees of the Doc Society Climate Story Fund (scroll
down to see the list of projects or watch the reel) and to open the second funding
call. More information on the IPO website.
.
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Realness Institute Opens Submissions for 2022 Episodic Lab & DET

Realness Institute, a non-profit organisation which aims to empower Africans to
tell their stories from an unapologetically African point of view, is excited to
announce the opened submissions for the 2022 Episodic Lab and Development
Executive Traineeship (DET) in partnership with Netflix, the world’s leading
streaming entertainment service. Submissions close on 14 January 2022. This
follows the overwhelming interest in the inaugural editions, having received 425
submissions for the 2021 Episodic Lab and 79 applications for the 2021 DET. More
details on the IPO website.
.

NFVF & Netherlands Film Fund extends the Thuthuka Co-Development Fund

The NFVF has extended the call for the Thuthuka Co-Development Fund to 31
January 2022. The NFVF and the Netherlands Film Fund have established a codevelopment scheme called Thuthuka. This scheme aims to support projects that
are potentially of high cinematographic quality and interest to cinema audiences
in both countries as well as to international cinema audiences. More information
on our website.
.
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Encounters calls for entries
The organisers of Encounters, Africa’s home of documentaries, are calling for
feature, mid-length, and short documentary film entries for the 2022 edition of
the Festival. Encounters is returning for the 24th anniversary edition with a multiplatform event from 23 June to 3 July. The deadline for submissions is Friday 11th
March 2022 (11.59pm SAST). More information on the IPO Website.
.

How To Ruin Christmas Season 2
How To Ruin Christmas Season 2 debuted on Netflix, on Friday 10 December with

South Africa’s favourite funny and self-destructive families the Sellos and Twalas,
the creation of the Ramaphakela siblings (Katleho, Tshepo and Rethabile) of IPO
member company Burnt Onion Productions .
“Gearing up for another season honestly feels like getting ready to 'go home' for
Christmas where you get to see and catch up with your favourite, and messy
family members. And no families are messier than the Sellos and the Twalas, who
are now bound in matrimony,” the Ramaphakelas shared. "Well, thanks to Netflix,
we get to put everyone out their misery, as we get to ruin Christmas yet again!
That’s right; our favourite bunch of colourful characters are back for another
season of How to Ruin Christmas ,” they added.
.
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IPO Member Webinar: Code of Conduct, Vision and Mission
At the Annual General Meeting held in October we postponed the review of our
new Vision and Mission and Member Code of Conduct due to time restraints. We
would like to schedule a webinar to review these documents on Thursday 27
January at 3pm and request our members to Save the Date for this session.
.

Inaugural IPO Chat and Chill: 20 January 2022
The IPO are delighted to introduce the Chat & Chill Sessions which is an informal
space to celebrate our members and give us an opportunity to meet and discuss
the art and business of producing. We are thrilled to have the producing team
behind South Africa's Oscar submission Barakat joining to give us some insights
into the making of the film. We anticipate that the session will be comprised of
half an hour input by the Barakat producers, half an hour of Q&A and half hour for
open-ended discussion of any topics the members wish to raise.
We hope that members will join us with their own cup of coffee or glass of wine
to Chat & Chill on Thursday 20 January at 4pm ! We will share a Zoom link with
our members in the new year. Please contact tlhakanelo@ipo.org.za if you wish to
find out more about this exciting new initiative.
www.ipo.org.za

COVID Safety Update from The Public Safety Company
The Public Safety Company is an affiliate member of the IPO.
While the jury is still out on the science of Omicron, a few observations:
83% of our positive cases are symptomatic
About 67% of the cases are unvaccinated
Vaccinated patients exhibit very mild symptoms only
We can show much clearer transmission links in Omicron than we did with Delta
In the 12 months we've been conducting COVID testing we've seen the industry
numbers hover around half of the national average. We put that down to solid
protocols and fair compliance with those requirements. Yesterday we had a
positivity of 17.8% and so by that same logic we can deduce that compliance on
productions has undoubtedly become too lax.
It's clear from this that we need to reinforce the "don't come to work sick" rule
and we must send anyone who presents with symptoms straight back home. In
terms of the NIOH guidance, it is illegal to allow a symptomatic person to work
and it's certainly much cheaper and safer to reschedule a day than it is to shut
down production.
Mask, ventilate, vaccinate. And isolate and test if you have symptoms.
COVID TESTING

Last month we changed to the Roche Antigen Rapid Diagnostic Test. We've
found it to be very accurate in detecting COVID and have run almost 50 PCRs as
control samples to confirm this.
LABORATORY PCR TESTS start at R850 (suitable for travel)
RAPID ANTIGEN TESTS start at R375
Callout fees are R300 per address and we offer significant volume discounts for
batch and bulk testing on both PCR and Antigen tests.
.
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TO BOOK COVID TESTS

Book at www.screentest.co.za
Email natalie@publicsafety.co.za
Call 083-577-7592
Please Note: We are unable to offer credit terms on testing during the fourth wave
- for the December/January period at least, tests will be invoiced daily and test
invoices are payable on presentation.
FAQs

There are a couple of common questions coming from various production teams:
Should we COVID test everyone?

We DO NOT recommend blanket testing in long format productions unless there
is a specific cause for concern such as multiple cases or a high-risk case that
influences multiple departments, with an associated pattern of positive tests.
Blanket testing in this environment would need to be done weekly at least to
reach real efficacy and that is simply unsustainable. In isolation it is a (costly)
sledgehammer approach! We DO recommend blanket testing for crews on TVCs
and short projects at this time, where that crew comprises freelancers who
typically work on multiple productions in a month. This is a higher risk
environment.
Can we make vaccines mandatory?

There are still mixed views on this but we have been advised that this is very
doable and we are in support of the idea. The key argument to support this would
be the Employer's duty of care and responsibility to create a safe working
environment. Chat to your HR person and reach out if you'd like to make this
happen, we can assist with the necessary risk assessments to support such a
move.
Should we have a wrap party?

Please don't! At least, not in any traditional guise. We'd recommend a betterthan-average lunch on the final day of shoot (everyone loves a spit braai right?) as
a safer alternative.
How are we going to manage a return to work in the mid/end stages of a
wave?

We're not sure. Yet. The only consistency in the COVID dynamic is its
unpredictability and so we're going to need to keep an eye on the numbers, the
infection rates and the geographical spread to ascertain and measure the risk in
January. Each production will need to be assessed individually.
.
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DOH & NIOH INSPECTIONS

Over the last month we're aware of three Department of Health or Occupational
Health inspections at local productions. Typically inspections have included
reviewing signage, compliance and daily data but one of those went as far as
reviewing risk assessments, training records and compliance with the NIOH and
COVID test reporting protocols. If an inspector arrives at your location please
contact us immediately for assistance on 083-577-7592. For assistance 24 hours a
day call 083-577-7592 or email info@publicsafety.co.za
// The Public Safety Team currently manages COVID health & safety and
compliance and provides medical services to 12 productions in the Gauteng area
and services between 3 and 5 TVCs per week. This allows us unprecedented
insight into the COVID risk in the local industry and gives us a unique ability to
identify and respond to COVID risk. We are not just a set medic solution. As a
health & safety business we have qualified Safety Officers and internationally
certified COVID 19 Compliance Officers (C19CO) and we're well versed in all of the
current government, industry and Broadcaster legislation and protocols. Our team
are medically qualified and registered with the Health Professions Council and
report to a Doctor who, as Supervising Medical Officer ensures our decisions are
clinically sound. The Public Safety Company (Pty) Ltd is a BEE Level 2 company.
Find the SASFED guidelines here.

.

ALSO READ : COVID Protocols Add About 5% to Film and TV

Production Costs, Study Finds: COVID protocols have added about
5% to the cost of film and TV production budgets, according to an
analysis by the California Film Commission. The study is the first to
precisely quantify the costs of COVID compliance, including COVID
testing and distancing and isolation measures. Producers have
previously given anecdotal figures ranging from 10-15%. Variety
www.ipo.org.za

IPO Short Fiction Film Webinar held in November
The IPO were thrilled to offer a webinar on Short Fiction Films presented by the
amazing short film teams behind The Letter Reader and Mirror, Mirror : Cati
Weinek and Sibusiso Khuzwayo from The Ergo Company and Cait Pansegrouw

and Sandulela Asanda Biyana from Urucu Media. With 45 participants in the
Zoom room, we were treated to almost two hours of fascinating discussion and
powerful advice which you can view here and use this passcode: 3yTv@#5N. We
also providing a written summary of the session on our website. Due to the
positive feedback we have received from the attendees, we would like to
schedule a follow-up session in the new year and invite our members who are
working on short films to contact administrator@ipo.org.za.
.

Interesting Read: First Hollywood movie funded by NFTs
The executive producer behind blockbusters including Martin Scorsese’s The
Irishman is to make Hollywood’s first feature film funded entirely by non-fungible

tokens (NFTs), with a promise that those who invest will get a share of any profits
and meet the stars of the production. Niels Juul, who has set up the production
company NFT Studios to fund a series of films, hopes to raise between $8m and
$10m (£6m and £7.5m) through the sale of 10,000 NFTs to the public and
institutional investors. The Guardian
www.ipo.org.za

Interesting Read: UK TV production rebounds to new record after
pandemic slump
TV production slumped during lockdown but rebounded to a new high between
October 2020 and September 2021, the British Film Institute (BFI) has said. Some
£4.14bn was spent filming British and foreign shows like Bridgerton and Peaky
Blinders in the UK in that time. That compares with the £2.3bn spent in the same
period in 2018-19, and is 10 times more than was spent in 2013.
Netflix alone spent £740m making 60 TV shows and films in the UK in 2020, the
BFI said, and has recently announced plans to double the size of its base at
Shepperton Studios in Surrey. Amazon is also moving production of its epic Lord
of the Rings series from New Zealand to the UK. BBC
.

Thank you for reading! Please keep an eye on our social media which is updated
daily and our website which has new stories at the beginning of each week. We're
also keen to run your updates and pressers, so please make contact via
administrator@ipo.org.za
Follow the IPO on Twitter
Join us on Facebook
Give us some love on Instagram
Visit our website
.
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